response, spatial resolution, and overpass times) and calibration (radiometric, spectral and spatial). Ensuring that the basic topof-atmosphere (TOA) radiance measurements produced by any two sensors are consistent and calibrated and that any biases are well characterized so that appropriate corrections can be made is fundamental. The purpose of this paper is to describe the methodology for monitoring the long-term radiometric calibrations of the Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR) solar reflectance channels and the relative biases of the three sensors in order to provide a consistent radiometric calibration and to extend the methodology to perform intercomparisons against other sensors, particularly the Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS), with the ultimate goal of establishing absolute calibration biases.
The techniques described are applicable to many other sensors, particularly the Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer and the Ocean and Land Colour Instrument that are being developed for the Sentinel-3 missions of the European Space Agency (ESA).
For the uncertainty analysis described in this paper, we have used the guidance contained in [2] . It should be stated that the values provided are based on a breakdown of the known sources at the time of writing.
A. ATSRs
The ATSRs are a series of spaceborne instruments specifically optimized to provide accurate remotely sensed measurements of sea surface temperatures [3] , [4] . These sensors' well-calibrated high-quality data have wide applicability and are being used in a much wider range of Earth observation studies and applications, particularly for the retrieval of cloud and aerosol properties.
The principal feature of the ATSR instruments is the conical scanning geometry that provides a 500-km swath and crucially allows the same terrestrial scene to be viewed through two atmospheric paths: a nadir view and an along-track view at 55
• zenith angle. Each ATSR sensor has four single-pixel spatially coregistered channels centered at 1600, 3700, 10 800, and 12 000 nm that are recorded by cryogenic detectors within its focal plane assembly (FPA). For ATSR-2 and the Advanced ATSR (AATSR), three additional shorter wavelength channels at 555, 660, and 860 nm are included; these are recorded with ambient temperature silicon detectors, housed in their own compartment, as part of an enhanced FPA. All detectors are optically aligned behind a single field stop that gives an instantaneous field of view at nadir of 1 km 2 . The common 0196-2892/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE field stop and optics ensure that all channels are simultaneously viewing the same terrestrial scene.
All three spacecraft were in stable Sun-synchronous orbits with a near three-day repeat cycle and approximately 14 orbits per day. Each ATSR, with its combined day and night coverage and 500-km swath width, provides virtually complete global coverage every three days, except for the two polar regions excluded by the orbit's inclination. More detailed descriptions of the ATSR-1 and ATSR-2 instruments can be found in the papers of Edwards et al. [3] and Stricker et al. [4] . Table I provides a summary of the available solar reflectance channels for each of the ATSR sensors. For ATSR-1, the 1600-nm channel was primarily used for cloud detection, and no onboard calibration was provided. A basic calibration of this channel was performed by reference to the Japanese Earth Resources Satellite 1 data over Algeria [5] . For ATSR-2 and AATSR, the visible (VIS)-short-wavelength infrared (SWIR) channels are calibrated using a diffuser-based VIS CALibration (VISCAL) system [6] , [7] . An MS20-type Russian opal white tile diffuser is illuminated by the Sun at normal incidence once per orbit. Light scattered at 45
• is directed into the instrument foreoptics by two relay mirrors (M1 and M2). A baffle tube is used to restrict stray light from the Earth's atmosphere and the satellite structure. Degradation of the optical surfaces by UV radiation is reduced by means of a blocking filter. The dark signal is obtained every scan when viewing the onboard black body sources used for the thermal infrared calibration.
B. Calibration Principles
At VIS and near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, the measured TOA radiance is given by
where R scene is the scene bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) at wavelength λ, I 0,λ is the in-band solar irradiance at 1 AU, d 2 is the Sun-Earth distance correction factor, θ 0 is the solar zenith angle, θ v is the view zenith angle, φ 0 is the solar azimuth angle, and φ v is the view azimuth angle. The BRF as a function of view and solar geometry is defined as the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) relative to an ideal Lambertian surface with BRDF = 1/π sr −1 , i.e., R scene = π × BRDF.
In general, the conversion from raw signal C scene to TOA radiance for many optical sensors assuming a linear response is often given by
where A is the calibration coefficient measured on ground during prelaunch calibration tests or derived from an onboard calibration source. For AATSR and ATSR-2, the dark signal C dark is obtained from viewing a blackbody source normally used for the thermal channel calibration. In this case, the conversion to scene reflectance will then require absolute knowledge of the extra-solar irradiances or the calibration sources used. However, instruments such as AATSR, MERIS, and MODIS make use of a solar diffuser [7] - [9] to provide a calibration signal L cal such that
where R cal is the effective BRF of the calibration system that is characterized during the prelaunch calibration [10] . By substituting into (1) and (2), we can obtain the scene reflectance directly such that
thereby removing the direct need for the knowledge of the solar irradiance.
II. INTERCOMPARISON METHODOLOGY
Ideally, the calibrations of two satellite sensors would be compared by using time-coincident measurements over a particular site. This is very straightforward for AATSR and MERIS being mounted on the same platform, which, by definition, produce time-coincident and geometrically matched observations (for θ < 10
• ). Where the view and solar geometries are well matched and the orbit cycles are stable as in the case of the ATSR series, near direct comparisons should be possible over stable sites. However, because of the relatively short overlap period between the respective missions, the number of possible matchups over a site is limited, resulting in poor statistics. Where the overpass times between sensors are significantly different (e.g., MERIS/AATSR and MODIS) or even drifting, performing time (or near) coincident comparisons becomes more of a challenge.
An approach adopted for the Global Space based InterCalibration System (GSICS) is to use simultaneous nadir overpasses (SNOs) [11] . The main advantage of this method is to allow direct comparison between sensors with matching view geometry and spectral bands but with different overpass times (e.g., MODIS Aqua and METOP) without the need to apply any geometric corrections. SNO also provides comparisons over a range of dark-bright targets. A limitation is that the intersections of two polar-orbiting satellites on the same orbit cycle are always located in the polar regions between 70
• N and 80
• N and 70
• S and 80
• S, so the observations are not performed over uniform sites, restricted to summer months only and susceptible to cloud and ice contamination.
Bouvet and Ramoino [12] have developed a technique by comparing near time-coincident measurements with matching geometries. An increase in the number of matchups is possible by applying the principle of reciprocity. The underlying assumption for the methodology is that the TOA BRF is symmetrical with respect to the principal plane.
An alternative to direct intercomparisons is to use a reference reflectance model derived from either satellite data or in situ measurements to provide calibration linkages between different sensors. This is potentially useful where direct matchups are not possible because the observations from different sensors are either not time coincident and/or the view and solar geometry are not matching. The most straightforward approach to this is to restrict the field of view to nadir-only observations, thereby minimizing the azimuth dependence of the BRF (assuming that the site is isotropic). This methodology has been used by Heidinger et al. [13] to derive calibration coefficients for the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer sensors and by Cao et al. [14] for multisensor comparisons over the Dome-C site.
For the analysis described in this work, we treat the reference BRF for the scene as a function of the solar zenith and azimuth angles θ 0 and φ 0 and the satellite zenith and azimuth angles θ and φ. Because the ATSR sensors were on highly repeatable orbits and have a narrow field-of-view range (< 15
• ), it is possible to treat the BRF as a simple function of the scattering angle. However, we have found that this approach becomes unreliable when extending the analysis to sensors with wider swaths such as MERIS and MODIS. The main problem has been that, as the swath moves away from nadir, thus, the observations become more sensitive to the relative azimuth between the Sun and the sensor. Hence, for this intercomparison and for future analysis, we have modified the BRF model to better account for the azimuth dependence.
Starting from basics, the BRF is generally a function of wavelength, view zenith, solar zenith, and relative azimuth. We can reduce the number of degrees of freedom by creating separate BRFs for wavelength and view zenith, which leaves two degrees of freedom to deal with. For satellites on Sunsynchronous orbits [i.e., for the European Remote Sensing Satellite 2 (ERS-2) and ENVISAT] the solar zenith and relative azimuth angles are strongly correlated. For AATSR, MERIS, and MODIS, we obtain a correlation coefficient of > 0.9 between solar zenith and relative azimuth angles. Hence, in this case, the BRF can be considered as a function of solar zenith angle, i.e.,
The coefficients for each spectral band and view zenith angle are obtained by fitting a polynomial to R cos(θ 0 ) = Lπ/I 0 d 2 . We prefer this approach over fitting to BRF since this is closer to the actual sensor measurements which are assumed to be linear with radiance, not reflectance. This makes it easier to interpret results, particularly at high solar zenith angles where R cos(θ 0 ) < 0.1 even though R can be high. Also, as with Heidinger et al. [13] , the variation with solar zenith angle is almost linear with solar zenith angle for wavelengths up to 1000 nm. For longer wavelengths (i.e., at 1600 nm), we do not use ice scenes because the BRF of snow is much lower and is strongly anisotropic. For desert sites, we use a secondorder polynomial fit. For the view zenith angle, we adopt the convention of Roujean et al. [15] where view zenith is positive for forward scattering (relative azimuth > 90
• ) and negative to the backscattering plane (relative azimuth < 90
• ). Hence, there are sets of coefficients for view angles −30
• , etc., as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. The uncertainty in the BRF u(R) is taken from the covariance matrix generated by the least squares fitting function [Interactive Data Language (IDL) function POLY_FIT]. These errors are dependent on the measurement errors provided to the function as a keyword parameter. For this analysis, we assume the standard deviation of the average reflectance measurements over the site. The uncertainty in the model fit is expressed as
For the moment, we assume that uncertainties due to the long-term stability of the reference sensor BRF are negligible. Typically, the uncertainty in the BRF model fit is 0.5% (k = 1).
A. Sites
The principal assumptions for sites to be used for long-term monitoring and intercomparisons are that they are radiometrically uniform over a large area of many square kilometers, are radiometric stable over a long time period, and have high surface reflectance to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. The sites used in this work consist of the Saharan sites used by the Centre National D'Etudes Spatiales (CNES) [16] and the Dome-C site in Antarctica [17] . A subset of these sites has been selected by the Committee for Earth Observation Systems (CEOS) as a set of endorsed reference sites for post launch calibration of optical sensors [18] . In addition, we use a region of the Greenland ice sheet centered at 73.75
• N, 40
• W of an area roughly 100 km × 100 km. Although the site is not instrumented, it provides complementary measurements to the Dome-C site with similar solar geometry but at converse times of the year. The information on the calibration sites to be used for the processing is contained in an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file that contains the site name, type (e.g., desert and snow), and the latitudes and longitudes of the northwest, northeast, southwest, and southeast vertices of the site. An example for the site "Algeria 1" is given as follows: 
B. Data Extraction
The data used for the analysis are obtained from a number of sources, as described hereinafter. For the ATSR series, L1b child products were extracted from full-orbit L1b products from the (A)ATSR online archive [19] via the MERCI interface [20] .
For MERIS, the data for the desert targets are provided by ESA using the METRIC tool developed by ACRI-ST. Here, cloud-free TOA radiances for the test sites are extracted from MERIS L1B images, saved in Hierarchical Data Format files and then downloaded via the File Transfer Protocol for analysis. Data for the Greenland and Dome-C ice caps are provided by Brockmann Consult from a child product extraction of the MERIS L1 archive.
MODIS full-resolution Level-1B scenes for the desert sites were obtained from ESA. Because of the size of the MODIS Level-1 data products, it was not practical to perform the analysis for all desert sites and is therefore restricted to Libya-4 and Dome-C in this paper. In addition, extractions of MODIS band-1 and band-2 TOA reflectances over Dome-C were provided by Xiaoxiong Xiong of the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC).
Once downloaded, the data products are stored in a local archive by instrument and then by site for processing. The procedure for extracting the TOA reflectance from the L1b products is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Each image is read into an IDL data structure and any scaling factors applied to ensure that the radiometric data are in reflectance units. For AATSR, an additional processing stage is required to remove any previously applied long-term drift corrections and to apply a nonlinearity correction for the 1600-nm data using the tools provided by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) that are available via the CEOS calibration-validation portal [21] . These corrections are needed for the analysis to obtain the drift in the sensor's calibration. For MODIS, the radiance data are converted to reflectance units using the reflectance scales and offsets provided in the products. Care is also taken to ensure that invalid pixels whose raw values exceed 32 768 counts are not calibrated but are left at the unconverted value.
Once the data are ingested, the image is checked to find those pixels that lie within the site using the coordinates provided in the site file. Any images that do not include any pixels within the region of interest are not used.
The cloud screening method depends on the site type given in the site list, the sensor's available bands, and saturation levels. Note for this analysis that we are primarily trying to identify those pixels that could bias the calibration results, which is different to that required for the cloud identification purposes. For the desert and ice targets used in this paper, the main check is for spatial uniformity since clouds, wet sand, and dust will increase the noise in the TOA radiances measured over an area. The image is split into 4 km × 4 km regions, and the difference between the maximum and minimum reflectance values is computed. Where the range is above a set threshold, the pixel group is declared as cloudy [7] .
The following statistics are computed for all channels over the pixels which are located in the site and which have not been determined as cloudy: 1) mean reflectance or brightness temperature; 2) standard deviation reflectance or brightness temperature; 3) minimum reflectance or brightness temperature; 4) maximum reflectance or brightness temperature; 5) mean solar zenith and azimuth angles; 6) mean view zenith and azimuth angles; 7) total number of pixels in the scene (clear and cloudy); 8) number of cloud-free and nonsaturated pixels in the scene used in the average. These data are written to an output file for further analysis with metadata including the source product name, processing version, calibration files used, the measurement time, calibration site name, type and geographical coordinates, and processing information. We have used netcdf as the file format since it is a self-describing format and allows for future interoperability.
III. LONG-TERM DRIFT MONITORING AND CORRECTIONS
Before evaluating any calibration biases of AATSR to other sensors, it is first necessary to account for any long-term drift of the onboard calibration. The method for determining the long-term drift for AATSR and ATSR-2 follows the approach described by Smith et al. [7] . The calibration drift at a given time is given by the ratio between the measured reflectance R(t) and a reference BRF F
The uncertainty in the single drift measurement is defined by
where u(R(t)) is the standard deviation of the measured reflectance over the site (mainly due to surface nonuniformity) and u(F ) is the uncertainty in the fit to the reference BRF data. For this, we assume that the uncertainties are random.
In this analysis, we use the ATSR-2 measurements over the calibration sites to obtain the coefficients for the site BRFs. Here, the L1b data have already been corrected for long-term drift and assumed to be stable [7] . Note that we only use data up to January 2001 prior to the loss of yaw steering of the ERS-2 spacecraft, since the calibration of the data acquired after this date is less stable (see Fig. 10 ). Uncertainties in the fit of the BRF model for Sudan1 using ATSR-2 data are typically below 1%. Note that this does not account for uncertainties due to spectral mismatches which are assumed to be negligible for comparisons between AATSR and ATSR-2. In principle, we could use AATSR as the reference sensor, but for the initial drift analysis, it is best to use a data set where any drift has already been accounted for in the analysis. The next step in the process is to compute D(t) from the AATSR measurements and the reference BRF and plot as a time series. Note that, at this stage of the process, we have not made any attempt to correct for any systematic calibration biases that may exist between the AATSR and ATSR-2 calibrations, which will obviously affect the values of D(t). An initial estimate of this bias was obtained by using the combined drift values for all sites for the first year of the ENVISAT mission, assuming that the AATSR drift over this time period was small. Once the initial drift estimates are obtained, the AATSR reflectance values are then corrected, and the analysis is repeated to obtain the systematic bias between ATSR-2 and AATSR for the whole mission, as shown in Section IV-A.
A typical result for the Sudan-1 desert site is shown in Fig. 4 . The most noticeable effect observed in the trends is the nonlinear behavior of the long-term drift of the 860-, 660-, and 555-nm channels. The observed long-term trends suggest that the drift is caused by a thin-film interference effect (Etalon) of the form D(t) = 1 + A sin 2(2πnxt/λ) (where n is the refractive index and x is the thickness) similar to the effect seen for the ATSR-2 VIS channel gains [7] . However, in this case, it is unlikely that the cause of the interference is water ice contamination on the cold FPA since the VISCAL optics temperatures are considerably above 150 K, where water condensation occurs. Although there is no direct evidence, it is probable that the contamination source is residual outgassing of hydrocarbons possibly from painted surfaces that recondense on the optical surfaces.
The comparison process is repeated for each of the sites, including the data for Dome-C and Greenland and combined to produce a single time series, as shown in Fig. 5 . The results here show that the drift for all sites, including Dome-C and Greenland, follows the same general trend, which strongly suggests that the trend is due to the AATSR calibration system rather than site-specific variations. We use the combined drift values to compute a smoothed trend for each channel using the following process. The average drift D(t) and standard deviation s(D(t)) at a given date t are first computed over a time window t width .
Then, excluding all drift values where |(D(t) − D(t))| > 2s(D(t)), D(t) is recalculated. The process is repeated until there are no further improvements of s(D(t))
, which is usually within five iterations. The optimum time window was determined by a visual inspection of the result that removed most of the high-frequency noise but without aliasing the low-frequency drift. For this present analysis of the AATSR drift trend, a time window of 120 days was selected. A future reanalysis of the trend could allow a reduction in the time window but at the cost of reducing the number of measurements in the average. Note that, for AATSR, the narrow swath means that, for some sites, there are sometimes no cloud-free data in a given calendar month for a site.
The uncertainty in the mean drift value is combined from s 2 (D(t)) and the average (pooled) uncertainty in the BRF model values As mentioned, this smoothing process does filter out some smaller seasonal variations in the calibration drift that need to be accounted for. Analysis of the VISCAL photodiode monitor signals at full solar illumination shows that, after accounting for the yearly variations due to the Sun-Earth distance and small long-term drift (∼1% per year), there are some small but repeatable seasonal anomalies in the calibration signal (Fig. 6) . The first effect is due to the ±7
• yearly range of the solar zenith angle about the normal on the diffuser, giving a signal variation of ±0.75%. Superimposed on this yearly cycle are two minima occurring at February and June, thought to be caused by a small vignetting of the solar disk by the VISCAL baffle at these times of year. These effects are not presently accounted for in the L1b processing chain because the effect is small compared to the calibration budget of the AATSR solar channels. However, the variations can be included in the drift correction table by using the monitor data.
The drift values with uncertainties are saved to a lookup table that is available to the AATSR user community via the AATSR engineering data system [21] . The data and IDL code needed to apply the corrections are freely available to users provided that the source of the data is acknowledged and some evidence is provided in return to that showing improvements to retrievals as a result of the calibration corrections being applied to the data. The breakdown of uncertainties for the VISCAL drift table with typical values is given in Table II. To test the result, we apply the drift table to the AATSR TOA reflectances for all the desert sites so that R corrected = R/D and repeat the analysis on the corrected data. The results in Fig. 7 show that the long-term stability of the calibration is greatly improved after applying the drift correction.
IV. INTERSATELLITE COMPARISONS
We now extend the analysis to perform comparisons of the calibrations of other sensors using AATSR as the reference sensor. For each site used for the intercomparison, a least squares fitting routine was used to obtain the BRF model coefficients and covariance matrices using the drift-corrected AATSR measurements. The sensors and bands compared in this paper are defined in Table III . For the ATSR series, we compare the corresponding channels which nominally have the same band center and bandwidth. For MERIS, we have restricted the analysis to those channels whose band center is closest to those of AATSR, while, for MODIS, we have compared the corresponding land channels.
Although we are comparing similar bands, we do need to take into account atmospheric absorption features within the spectral bands that can affect the intercalibrations, particularly ozone, which affects the 560-and 660-nm bands, and water vapor, which affects the 660-and 860-nm bands. For the present, we have assumed that the site BRF is spectrally "flat" over the spectral bandwidths under comparison.
A. MERIS Versus AATSR
For MERIS versus AATSR, comparisons at 860, 660, and 555 nm were performed using the BRF model as reference (Fig. 8) and time-coincident AATSR measurements for comparison (Fig. 9) . Because AATSR and MERIS are on the same platform, observations over the site are automatically obtained for the same overpass time (within seconds) and the same view and solar geometry.
Corrections for ozone, water vapor absorption, and Rayleigh scattering are included here to account for mismatches in the band spectral responses. The ozone and water vapor correction is based on MODTRAN calculations using the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts data for the total column ozone and water vapor. For Rayleigh scattering, we consider only the direct scattering and assume that the sensors are unpolarized.
As with the AATSR trend, the plots comprise all the desert site, Dome-C, and Greenland observations that were available for the analysis. Visual inspection of the plots shows that the two methods appear to yield consistent results. This is confirmed in the results for the mission averages given in Tables V-VII, more AATSR scenes to become available.) The results show that using the BRF model significantly increases the number of samples and allows for matchups where no direct comparisons are available (Fig. 8) and an improvement in the uncertainty in the long-term trend. However, the increase in samples is at the expense of higher scatter in the data. Initially, it was thought that this was due to MERIS measurements being included that lay outside the range of the AATSR view zenith angles. This is unlikely to be the case since we have included a constraint to compare data with similar views and solar geometries. One probable cause is due to inadequate cloud screening of the Level-1 products. Investigations on the ATSR results found that the scatter increased significantly when measurements were included from L1 products with more than 25% of cloud cover over the scene. It is assumed that the MERIS TOA reflectance measurements in the METRIC tool are completely cloud free. Nevertheless, it is still possible that residual cloud or dust is present in the data due to limitations of the cloud screening process. The comparisons against the BRF model (Fig. 8) show that the long-term stability of MERIS is very good with negligible drift over the mission lifetime. The plots do seem to show a seasonal variation at 555 nm that may be an artifact of the BRF model. From this, we can deduce that the direct comparisons in Fig. 9 verify the AATSR drift correction methodology.
The comparisons are also consistent for the desert and ice targets, although at 660 nm, the mean bias for the ice targets is consistently low by ∼2.5%. These differences are still apparent even when accounting for Rayleigh scattering, ozone, and water vapor absorption. Investigations ongoing at the time of writing suggest that the spectral variations in the site reflectance are sufficient to explain these differences. By using the spectral albedo of Hudson et al. [17] and comparison of the other MERIS spectral bands, we provide initial estimates of the systematic biases for the sites under investigation in the summary tables. The most notable is a +0.75% bias at 660 nm for the desert sites, compared to a −0.25% bias for ice targets, which, if confirmed, would bring the results for the desert and ice targets into better agreement.
B. ATSR-2
For ATSR-2, we consider the two phases of the ERS-2 mission separately (Fig. 10) . The first period is from the launch in 1995 to January 2001 where the spacecraft was operating in yaw steering mode (red points). Here, the satellite attitude was very well maintained, ensuring that the VISCAL unit was correctly aligned with respect to the Sun. After January 2001, ERS-2 was operated without gyros to ensure the continuity of the mission beyond its nominal lifetime (blue points). Although a degree of attitude stability was achieved, correct alignment of the VISCAL unit to the Sun could no longer be guaranteed. As a consequence, the radiometric calibration of the data after this period is significantly noisier.
The original long-term drift analysis for ATSR-2 was performed using data for the period up to mid-2000 and showed that the drift followed an exponential function [7] . The model was applied to the later data, assuming that the trend would be followed. The analysis presented here shows this to be true for the 1600-nm channel which has remained stable throughout the mission. For the 860-, 660-, and 555-nm channels, it appears that the drift has been overestimated, resulting in a downward trend of the calibrated reflectance toward the end of the time series shown, particularly for the 860-nm channel. Considering only the data for the period up to 2001, we obtain the mission averaged biases presented in Tables IV-VII . At 1600 nm, there is very good agreement with AATSR, but there is a clear bias in the VIS-NIR channels of ∼8%-10%. Because the ATSR spectral bands are well matched (see Table III ), the observed differences are much greater than what would be expected from atmospheric or surface spectral features, and therefore, we conclude that there is a calibration error between AATSR and ATSR-2. This is perhaps unsurprising since the ATSR-2 solar channels underwent very limited performance testing on ground with the calibration parameters for the VISCAL being derived from component level measurements. The only postlaunch adjustment to the ATSR-2 solar channel calibration has been to account for a systematic bias in the 1600-nm calibration that had a direct impact on the cloud screening [22] . For the 555-, 660-, and 860-nm channels, although some initial intercomparisons of the ATSR-2 reflectances were performed [23] , [24] , results did not demonstrate the need to apply any corrections. 
C. ATSR-1
As described earlier, the 1600-nm channel on ATSR-1 has a basic calibration applied, assuming a fixed gain value with no correction for Sun-Earth distance. This is reflected in the results in Fig. 11 which shows a yearly cycle of ∼±3.5% consistent with the annual variation in solar irradiance. In addition, there is a 12% systematic bias between ATSR-1 and AATSR. This is most probably due to an incorrect value for the fixed calibration factor used for the ATSR-1 processing. Correcting for the yearly cycle and systematic offset, we obtain the trend in Fig. 12 . The results show that, without calibration, the long-term drift was small throughout the mission lifetime. The downward slope toward the end of 1995 is most likely connected with the increase in detector temperature from 90 K at the beginning of life to 110 K at the end of life. These long-term trends will be used to improve the 1600-nm ATSR-1 calibration in the reprocessing planned for the end of 2012.
D. MODIS Versus AATSR
For this present work, we are limited to comparisons over the Libya-4 desert site and Dome-C due to the limited quantity of MODIS L1b data over the calibration sites at RAL available for the analysis. This is mainly due to the large size and number of the L1b files which have made the ordering process very time consuming and required manual filtering of data sets to obtain the required data. For MODIS Aqua, L1b products were provided via ESA, while for MODIS Terra, TOA reflectance extractions for bands 1 and 2 are provided by GSFC. The comparisons in Figs. 13 and 14 show that there is very good agreement between MODIS Aqua and AATSR at 1600 nm (Table IV) , while there seems to be a 2%-3% difference at 860 and 660 nm and a 2%-7% difference at 555 nm (Tables V-VII) . A basic assumption of the method is that the comparisons are performed over bands with similar spectral responses, and the view and solar geometry are comparable so that full radiative transfer modeling is not necessary. However, small biases can be introduced if there are small spectral differences between sensors and the spectral shape of the site varies across the bandwidth. As with the MERIS results, these variations can be due to the spectral variations in surface properties or atmospheric absorption. Although we have accounted for ozone, water vapor, and Rayleigh scattering, a modification to account for the spectral variations in surface BRF was under investigation at the time of writing. Estimates of the biases from in situ measurements and MERIS data are included in the summary tables and would appear to account the differences between the desert and ice targets. In particular, at 660 and 555 nm over deserts, the estimated difference between sites can be 1.8% and 2.3%. Nevertheless, further information on the surface characteristics of the desert sites is needed to improve these estimates, preferably in situ measurements.
V. CONCLUSION
By using a reference BRF model for a site derived from satellite measurements, the long-term drifts for the ATSR sensors MERIS and MODIS have been measured. Although the results presented here are restricted to the ATSR bands, it is possible to adapt the same technique for other sensors and bands, particularly for the Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-3 sensors. Improvements to the drift correction method are being considered, for example, reducing the width of the time window used for computing the average.
The technique has been further developed to obtain relative calibration biases between sensors, to provide an adjustment for producing homogeneous data sets. A limitation of the methodology described here is how to account for spectral mismatches between sensors. This has been partly addressed by correcting for some atmospheric effects that can introduce bias (in particular, ozone, water vapor absorption, and molecular scattering). However, we have observed differences of ∼3% between sites, particularly for the comparisons with MODIS, which could be misinterpreted as a calibration error. This is most likely to be due to the spectral shape of the site BRF which was incorrectly assumed to be flat. Initial estimates from the available data presented in the tables of results suggest that the spectral slope of the sites across the bandwidths could account for most of the observed differences. Further investigations are ongoing to improve the estimates of the biases caused by the spectral profile of the sites.
A further limitation of the current methodology is the limited range of view and solar geometries that the current site BRF model applies. Although the model works well for sensors on a Sun-synchronous orbit, it is not universal. Combining data from different sensors and using a different BRF model parameterization could be used to extend the valid range and therefore increase the number of matchups.
One of the main challenges for routine calibration and validation analysis is the availability of instrument data products over test sites necessary to perform the analysis. The results presented here rely on statistical analysis of many data samples from several sites acquired over several years. Our experience is that access to such quantities of data can be variable and is dependent on the facilities provided. Satellite data come in many formats, and access to L1b data for specific sites is not always straightforward. For small volumes of data, this is not usually a problem. However, if there are significant volumes of data from the perspective of the average user, the ordering process can be time consuming and often requires manual filtering of data sets to obtain the required data. The size of data products is usually very large compared to the area of interest. In the processing scheme described previously, we are reducing several megabytes of information to a few bytes. Based on current trends, data product sizes of > 100 GB per orbit will become normal. Download limits restrict the number of files-also present a storage problem for the average user. Furthermore, each sensor has unique features in the product, often requiring a new reader to be developed. Providing extractions of TOA reflectances over core calibration sites in a common exchange format would greatly improve the effectiveness of the calibration.
